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We are proud to be ranked once again in the Chambers and Partners Canada Directory, 2019
Edition, in the following areas:
Insurance: Dispute Resolution (Nationwide - Canada), with clients describing the team's
style as “approachable and collaborative”, recognizing them for "superior people skills,
knowledge and subject-matter expertise". The team’s experience advising on a broad array of
coverage disputes and insurance litigation matters is highlighted, as is their noteworthy track
record in D&O liability matters, as well as errors and omissions claims. Read more.
Real Estate (Ontario), with respondents stating that the group “[a]dvises private developers
and financial institutions on an impressive range of real estate mandates”, as well as being
"[w]ell regarded for its mid-market transactional capabilities, with considerable experience of
acquisitions, dispositions and leasing". Clients describe the team’s client service as
“outstanding,” saying “Blaney is an excellent firm that seems to really care about the clients.”
Read more.
Blaneys partners Steven Jeffery and Brett Tkatch have once again been recognized as “Notable
Practitioners” in Real Estate (Ontario), with it being noted that Steven Jeffery is “very
knowledgeable and very experienced," with sources confirming: "He's very good at real estate
financings." Brett Tkatch is described by one peer as "the hardest-working lawyer I know," and
is highly valued by clients for his attention to detail and commitment to protecting their interests.
Corporate/Commercial: Highly Regarded (Ontario), with the team being best known as a
“popular choice for Toronto clients for transactions in the mid-market". Sources say “The team is
very experienced, knowledgeable and solution-oriented”, with “[n]oted capabilities in direct and
indirect investment work” and “strong emphasis on the alternative energy and emerging
technology industries”. Read more.
Blaneys partner Andrea Rush is ranked in Intellectual Property (Nationwide - Canada),
described as having “a wealth of experience in brand management, IP commercialisation and
enforcement.”

To learn more about Blaneys' 2019 rankings, visit the Chambers Canada website here.
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